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ZYLOWARE ANNOUNCES THE DECEMBER 2017 LAUNCHES OF
RANDY JACKSON AND LEON MAX
Port Chester, NY: Exciting new releases from Zyloware for Randy Jackson Eyewear and Leon Max Eyewear for
December 2017.

Designed for the masculine wearer, Randy Jackson 1083 delivers an on-trend look that is always in fashion all
year long. This full rim metal in a stylish square shape is available in two versatile colors. Black/Tan (219) has a
black front over grey and tan acetate. A metal bridge and eyewire mix up the plastic front in a complimenting
shade of antique gunmetal. Metal temples in the same gunmetal finish continue the look of this stylish frame.
Navy (300) features a navy front over amber acetate with a shiny gunmetal bridge and eyewire. Shiny gunmetal
temples with navy over amber temple tips repeat the color palette from the front of the frame. The RJ 1083
features comfort fit features such as spring hinges for easy adjustments and snap-in nosepads for a custom fit
feel. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black/Tan (219) • Navy (300)
55-17-145
Full rim; Metal; Square shape; Spring hinges; RJ logo on temple tip; Snap-in nosepads;
Accommodates progressives

The Leon Max 4051 is a feminine frame with bold styling for the modern day fashionista. This full rim frame has a
milled metal finish and comes in a stylish square shape. Black (021) has a shiny black front over gunmetal base
with a stunning acetate temple in a multi-color teal and brown marble pattern. Cobalt (244) has a bright blue front
over a shiny gold base, complimented by a beautiful navy and pink marble design on the temples. Both colors
feature the Leon Max globe logo in epoxy fill on the outside temples. The LM 4051 features spring hinges, snap-in
nosepads, and the ability to accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Cobalt (244)
54-16-135
Full rim; Milled metal; Spring hinges; Square shape; Epoxy globe logo on outside
temples; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Chic, stylish, and on-trend is the perfect way to describe the fashion-forward appeal of Leon Max style 4052.
This show-stopping frame features a bold, chunky zyl look in three attention-grabbing color combinations, each
offering endless wardrobe options. Orchid (005) has a solid black top brow while the rest of the frame stuns in a
feminine shade of purple. The two-toned front is offset by black and purple temples in a fun confetti pattern.
Sienna (029) also features a solid black top brow, offset by translucent brown on the rest of the front, and black
and brown temples in the same confetti pattern. Taupe (202) is the third color available in this versatile style,
continuing the two-toned theme with a black top brow and milky taupe front plus black and taupe confetti temples.
All three colors have the signature Leon Max globe logo on the temple. Spring hinges allow for easy adjustments.
The LM 4052 can accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Orchid (005) • Sienna (029) • Taupe (202)
53-16-140
Full rim; Zyl; Cat-eye shape; Spring hinges; Epoxy globe logo on temple; Accommodates
progressives

Leon Max style 4053 is the must-have frame of the season! This stylish full rim zyl steals the spotlight in a trendy
square shape. Honey (037) has a tortoise to milky tan fade on the front and milky tan temples. Brown Multi (074)
has a brown multi-color front that fades to a complimenting grey gradient with brown multi-color temples. Both
colors feature a Leon Max epoxy globe logo on the outside temple. The LM 4053 offers spring hinges for easy
adjustments and the ability to accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Honey (037) • Brown Multi (074)
54-17-140
Full rim; Zyl; Square shape; Epoxy globe logo on outside temples; Spring hinges;
Accommodates progressives

For more information, retailers may contact Zyloware at 800-765-3700, via e-mail at sales@zyloware.com, or
online at www.zyloware.com.
About Zyloware: The We Are Zyloware campaign celebrates what makes Zyloware the success it is! We are
family, history, quality and customer satisfaction. We are composed of many unique individuals; each with our
own motivations and desires. But, as a part of the Zyloware team, we are one. We act together; we share
common values and goals. We are innovators. We are change makers.

